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Information for Special Issue IWMO-2024

• Submission period: July 1 – December 30, 2024
• Each paper is published online when accepted
• Closing the issue with editorial summary by July 2025
• A printed collection of all papers can be requested later

• Peer review by reviewers from IWMO & external experts
  (you may suggest reviewers in cover letter)
• One paper as first author (2-3 O.K. as co-author)
• At least one co-author attended IWMO-2024 meeting, co-authored
  a presentation at IWMO-2024 or has been part of the IWMO group
• Papers are considered on any topic relevant to ODYN
  (not necessarily what presented) – numerical models, data
  analysis & assimilation, ocean processes, currents, waves, tides, etc.

For update and information see: https://www.pomusers.org/ or
http://www.ccpo.odu.edu/POMWEB/meetings.htm